
Edelmann Elite®  ushers in a new era with the introduction of the market’s first 
premium power steering hose line. By utilizing an enhanced rubber formulation and 
advanced engineering techniques, the line is designed to excel in extreme 
temperatures from polar vortex colds to record-breaking heatwaves. Created from the 
most demanded 100 hoses, Edelmann Elite provides coverage to over 130 million 
vehicles in operation. Each hose incorporates the Committed to OEM Form, Fit & 
Function™ philosophy customers have come to expect from Edelmann® products, 
while offering never before seen extreme temperature performance in power steering.

• Superior Temperature Range Performance

• Outstanding Impulse Durability

• Stellar Cold Temperature Pliability

• Engineered for Extreme Conditions

• COMMITTED TO OEM FORM, FIT & Function™

• Lifetime Warranty Reliability

high performance
power steering hose

Learn More
Visit www.EdelmannElite.com
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elite

high performance power steering hose

10XCorrosion
Resistance 

Longer
Lasting 

superior plating on Edelmann elite® fittings passes 
the most stringent corrosion tests.  elite hose fittings 

survive salt spray testing 10 times as long as fittings on competitive hoses. Elite 
hose fittings last 10 times longer when driving in environments where water, 
salt, and other corrosive agents are present. 

100X

Lower
Maintenance

Elite hoses are tested to 1,000,000 hot impulse cycles without failure.  
Competitive hoses are only tested to 250,000 cycles.  When running a 

fleet of vehicles for long hours and hundreds of thousands of miles, that’s 4 times the 
prevention of downtime due to repair and maintenance.  Additionally, the elite hoses 
resist hardening and retain pliability when cooling down to temperatures below -400 F; 
resulting in more confident start ups in cold weather.

4X Impulse 
Durability 

2X Increased
Confidence

Less
Swelling
Rubber swells when exposed to power steering fluid and 
other oils.  oil permeation not only causes the hose to 

swell, but degrades the hose over time and leads to premature hose failure.  
The upgraded rubber used in Elite hoses cuts oil induced hose swelling by half!
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